You sense things no one else can. And you use your gift to help the authorities catch dangerous criminals. Today you’re teaming up with other consultants with mysterious talents, despite your many differences. What twisted plot demands the collaboration of such odd detectives?

Psychic Detective Agency is a freeform story game for 3-4 players, built on the What Happens Next framework. Take on the role of three psychic detectives, and shape the story together. You’ll never see the end coming.

Gameplay: In What Happens Next, you create the story together by answering prompts and then playing out scenes. Anyone (even non-player observers) may prompt a player at any time, though if there’s a Director, she will be doing the bulk of it. Players are not restricted to narrating or roleplaying only when prompted. The goal is to tell a story greater than any one player could; we prompt each other to keep the story flowing and diffuse narrative responsibility.

You Need Nothing. Play this game anywhere you can communicate with your friends.

Setup: Decide who will play the Precog, the Telepath, and the Clairvoyant. If you have a fourth player, decide who will be the Director. You might also discuss where and when the story takes place, but you can just reveal that during play.

The Director is not a game master as in other RPGs, because she neither prepares the campaign, nor has more narrative authority than the other players. Instead, the Director lightens the load of the other players by taking on primary responsibility for NPCs and looks to keep the game running smoothly by prompting the others actively. If there’s no Director, the other players share her responsibilities.

Prompts: Some prompts are character-building: “Barb, why did you stop dating Doug after your third date?” Ask these when the answers might immediately inform roleplaying or add significance to the current scene.

Some prompts are more open-ended: “Tam, what do you think you see pass by in your peripheral vision?” Or completely open: “[Anyone] What happens next?”

And some are pointed: “Which of you feels a cold breath on your neck?” Or very leading: “What most traumatic moment from your past does the dark figure remind you of?” “You find yourself alone. How did that happen?”

You’re Psychic: In Psychic Detective Agency, specific players get all the prompts of a certain type. The person playing the Precog narrates what will happen in the future, while the Telepath narrates what’s really happening right now, and the Clairvoyant narrates what’s already happened that led up to this point. In addition, each of those players roleplays their character, speaking in their character’s voice, and explaining what their character does in the story.

When you answer a prompt, consider whether your character keeps that information to herself, whether she shares it verbatim with the others, or if it’s something none of you are aware of yet. By default, answer prompts in character, announcing what you found to everyone in your character’s vicinity, but feel free to clarify when that information is a secret your character is sitting on, or when it’s true but not something your character senses. As a character, you’re paid to share what you sense, but as a player, it’s your duty in the game to help determine what is going to happen, is happening right now, or has already happened.

Example prompts for the Precog:
Who’s about to get hurt?
When will the next murder occur?
Where are you going to be separated from the group?
Why is the Clairvoyant about to slap you?

Prompts for the Telepath:
What is the victim lying about?
Who is silently cursing you?
Why is your liaison feeling the opposite of the way he’s acting?
What did the Precog see that she isn’t sharing?

Prompts for the Clairvoyant:
How did this corpse die?
Which way did the killer run?
Who was hiding a passionate affair?
What secret has the Telepath kept hidden all these years?

Personality: The fantasy in fantastical stories is just a hook to draw an audience in; Stories are only ever carried by the humanity of their characters. Fortunately, each psychic is a remarkable character regardless of their considerable ability. During play, focus your prompts and roleplaying on advancing the plot (by foreshadowing evil, experiencing trouble, and uncovering evidence) and on exploring the characters:

What stands out about you as particularly odd?
What drives you to investigate crime?
What makes your interaction with the other psychics so intense?
How does your power work? What are its limitations? Side Effects?
How does that shape who you are as a consulting detective? As a person?

Truth: Answers to prompts are true within their context but ultimately fallible. The future your Precog foresees might only be the future as it would happen if he doesn’t act on that knowledge, or it might be prone to misinterpretation. The thoughts and secrets your Telepath detects might not be coming from the person you think they are; or they may be constructed by someone aware of your abilities and trying to mislead her. The past your Clairvoyant digs up may have an unseen context that transforms its meaning, or it might be intermingled with years of other events. It may also be that your psychics’ unconscious biases color their vision, or even that they’re intentionally lying for… reasons.

Even so, prompts are answered with the intention of advancing the narrative, so don’t contradict an answer without strong justification. If the Precog foretells that the Clairvoyant will utter the phrase “Charmins is magical” in the next 5 minutes, only a character aware of that prediction could possibly change that outcome. Perhaps it turns out the Precog was only partly right, because it’s another character who utters the phrase or because he misheard her saying “the chairman’s monocle.” But there needs to be an explanation for the error, ideally one significant to the story. If not, the player playing the Precog (or else the Director) takes roleplaying control away from the offending player momentarily to make the prediction come true. “Sandy finds a bloody matchbook under the bed. She opens it and reads ‘Charmins is magical.’ Is that some kind of code phrase?”

